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The same writer points out that the absence of a written constitution
is responsible for the difficulty of dividing law and convention by a
clear line which would separate rules within and without the con-
stitution. With us all institutions of government have been estab-
lished by custom or convention or by the authority of an institution
so established, and that this is the case with Parliament itself. He
argues that, since this is so, the explanation that a breach of conven-
tion may result in a breach of the law is unacceptable.
It was Dicey's argument that a breach of the law would usually Effective
follow from disregard of the usages by which ministerial responsi- Sanc^on-
bility to* the House of Commons is maintained, but he was also
mindful of political sanctions, as evidenced by his discussion of the
so-called external limitations upon the sovereignty of Parliament.
Breach of a convention in any case is far more likely to lead to
political action than to proceedings in court being brought against
the offender. The refusal of a defeated Ministry to resign, though
ultimately it could lead to administrative action which Parliament
would refuse to sanction or condone and thus lead to illegal acts for
which the courts would give redress, would have much mote rapid
repercussions in the political field. It may safely be said that the
effective sanction against defaulting Ministers is to be found in
political censure rather than the force of the law as an immediate
consequence.
It is of mote importance to consider the motive which induces Conclusion,
obedience in each field where conventions operate. The Sovereign
'is guided in the exercise of personal prerogatives by a recognition of
the tradition of impartiality which has gf own up round the throne
and is the real safeguard to ensure a continuance of the monarchy.
Ministers fear lest they may be compelled to resign by force of
public opinion manifested by an adverse vote at the polls, or, even
apart from an election, by estranging some or all of their supporters
in the House of Commons. They may also be credited with the
desire to govern in accordance with the traditions of representative
government. In the sphere of Commonwealth relations, the know-
ledge that there are in the background the vital political issues of
unity in the Commonwealth and defence secures moderation in the
use to which independence, now fully conceded by the United King-
dom, is put by each member State. There is in fact a standard of
political authority which commands obedience. Those who govern
submit to the judgment of public opinion, which they may seek to
influence, but cannot ultimately control.
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